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INDEPENDENCY OF JUDICIARY IN INDIAN CONSTITUTION: AN ANALYTICAL STUDY 
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Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India 
 
Abstract 

The system of Governance after independence in India was based on Government of India Act 1935 in which afford made to 
establish federal system in India. Although federal system was not as in America but basic aim of federal system which our constitutional 
Law framers wanted to achieve, was to establish “check and balance.” Indian Policy adopted balancing system among all organs and 
constitution of country. The federal system in constitution established the system in which Government of Union and States should work 
on the theme to cooperate to each other no government should interfere in the Jurisdiction of other. Neither Union Government should 
intervene in matter of states nor states should encroach the subjects of Union. But sometimes situation occurs when need arises to 
interpreter the actual provisions of constitution of federal nature. The interpretation of constitutional provisions, free, fair, and impartial, 
is possible by independent Judiciary. If the judiciary is not independent in working and under control of any executive organ then 
judiciary cannot be expected to deliver freely decisions as to constitutional provisions. As observed by Prof. Diecy “That rule of law is 
preserve and required independent judiciary”.1 
 

Keywords: Federal, Independent, Rule of Law, Contempt of Court, Court of Records Amendment. 
 
Introduction 
 Indian Constitution has adopted the system of Governance from Government of India Act 1935 in relation of Union and States. 
The federal system requires equal distribution of powers. The federal system ensures freedom of states. In India Supreme Court of India 
has been entrusted the responsibility to draw and define the constitutional provisions for the purpose of impartial interpretation of 
constitutional objectives judiciary must be independent. 
 
 The position of judiciary in Indian constitution has not been defined clearly that it would be independent and free from govt. 
control but there are some provisions made in constitution which indirectly signals that judiciary will be free from executive although 
there is no express provision in any article or part which gives guarantee of its independent. To answer this question we will have to 
observe the entire provision of all articles there after we could say that judiciary is independent if there is provision of its subordination 
than we can that it is not independent. 
 
Provisions ensuring Independency 

1. The Judges of Supreme court and High courts are appointed on recommendation of collegium.2 
2. The salary of Judges of High court and Supreme Court is changed on consolidated fund of state and Union therefore it is 

established rule that salary of Judges of High court and Supreme Court cannot be reduced in whatever conditions so that judges 
are gives absolute freedom to sender services against any person regardless of his any influential position. The salary of judges 
of high court and supreme court cannot be reduced without financial emergency.3 

3. Protection of article 121 of constitution- The conduct of Judges of Supreme Court and High court cannot be subject matter of 
debate or discussion for the things said or done by the judges in come of court proceeding. The discussion on conduct of Judges 
for whatever said or done by them in good faith shall amount to contempt of court. 

4. Power to punish quality for contempt of court- The provision in constitution and contempt of court Act empowers to judiciary 
itself to a person guilty of contempt of court.4  
Honorable Supreme court held and laid down certain      principle for maintaining independency of court and privileges of 
Parliament and State legislature in case of in article 143 keshav singh5.  

5. In this case Honorable justice Gajendra Gadkar held that article 194 and 211 of constitution has equal importance for maintaining 
smooth junction of democracy Legislative and judiciary has been entrusted powers under article 121,122,194,211 of constitution 
but has to see the fundamental rights of citizen. The Judges of High court has not committed any things wrong by hearing the 
petition of aggrieved.  
    

1.Law of condition 10th edition 1959 
2.Constitution of India 26 January 1950-Art 124 
3.Article 360 of Indian constitution 26 Jan 1950 
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The Supreme Court and High are Court of records The provision of article 129 and 215 of the constitution tuition ensures 
independency of judiciary. Both article 129 and 215 provides that all judgment of Supreme court and High court shall be kept in records 
and shall be guiding principles and binding upon all subordinate courts situated in India.6 

 
Provision of Art. 50 of constitution “That state strives to make judiciary separate from executive and legislative”. 
 

The abovementioned provision of Indian constitution indicates that constitution maker were of in favor to establish judiciary 
free from executive and legislative so that it could interpreted constitutional provision fairly and impartially. Although some critics 
argues that this provision of article 50 of constitution has no legal force because it is part of directive principles of state policy. 
 
The Jurisdiction of Supreme Court cannot br curtained- The provision of constitution that Parliament may enlarge the Jurisdiction 
of Supreme Court but cannot curtailed by exercising its law making power. This provision suggests that judiciary will be independent 
and judges has no need to think over the fact that if they deliver verdict against and governmental organs and agencies then their 
jurisdiction and power may be reduced.7 

 

The Appointment of Judges of Supreme Court and High courts is free from executive Intervention or not- According to article 
124(2) of constitution The judges of Supreme court shall be appointed by President of India after constitution with other judges of 
Supreme court and High court. The appointment shall be made on the basis of collegium advice rendered to President. The collegium 
shall be constituted by judges of Supreme court and High court and their advice will be binding upon President this provision also 
ensures that in case of appointment of judges of Supreme court and High court will be free from any executive influence. In S.P.Gupta 
vs. Union of India8. In this case honorable Supreme Court Unanimously agreed that constitution in appointment of judges of Supreme 
court and High court be made with Chief Justice of India shall consult to give his advice. In Supreme court Advocate on Records 
association vs. Union of India.9 

 

 In this case honorable Apex court of India held that advice of collegium and CJI and other Judges of Supreme court shall be 
binding to President of India for the appointment of Judges of Supreme court and High Court. 
 
 The judgment of this case shows that judiciary is free and independent. The apex court of India made it clear by delivering this 
judgment that there is no executive intervention in appointment of Judges of Supreme court and High Court. 
 
 The honorable Supreme court once again reiterated its opinion and verdict by declaring unconstitutional the 99th constitution 
amendment. The situation again came up for consideration before the Supreme court when Government of India made afford by passing 
99th constitutional amendment in Parliament in the year of 2016. 
 
 The Government of India wanted to established National Judicial appointment Commission through 99th constitutional 
amendment. The 99th constitutional amendment provided to establish NJAC (Nation Judicial Appointment Commission) to recommend 
to President of India for appointment the judges of Supreme court. Obviously by passing this amendment govt. wanted to overlook 
collegium system and enhance the executive intervention in appointment to judges of Supreme Court and High court so that it was 
challenged in case of Supreme Court Advocate on record vs. Union of India.10 The Supreme Court held unconstitutional the 99th 
constitutional amendment. Honorable Khehar Singh CJI observed the appointment of Nation Judicial Appointment Commission is 
against of basic structure of constitution and violative the basic structure as laid in Keshavnand Bharti Case. 
 
4.Sec. 12 of contempt of court Art 1971 
5. AIR 1965 SC74 
6.Article 141 of constitution of India 26 Jan 1950 
7.  Article 138, 139, of constitution of India 26 Jan 1950 
8.  AIR 1982 SC 149 
9.  1993SCC 441 
10.  2016 (5) SCC 
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Conclusion 
 The independency of judiciary means freedom of judges from executive and legislation in order to discharge its constitutional 
duty to adjudicate and interpreter the spirit of constitution and other laws. It is pertinent to say that for smooth running the federal and 
democratic system there must be free, fair, and impartial judiciary so that pious objectives of constitution could be achieved. To 
understand whether Indian judiciary possessor this merit of independency and fair working without ousters control. The position of 
Indian is very clear in article 50,121,122,211,141,136,13,137. In these article constitution frames were of this view that judiciary should 
be kept in its working freely from Government intervention although no article of constitution gives its guarantee that judiciary must be 
independent but various article it clear that Neither judiciary will be under control of executive and legislation nor will be arbitrary in 
its functioning. The balancing theory has been adopted in working of all organs. Lastly, we conclude that judiciary in order to maintain 
and establish the constitutional provision value and protection of fundamental rights of citizens. It does not mean judiciary is above the 
constitution and rule of law. 
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